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Abstract
We show that the class S
p
2 is a subclass of ZPP
NP. The proof uses universal hashing,
approximate counting and witness sampling. As a consequence, a collapse rst noticed
by Samik Sengupta that the assumption NP has small circuits collapses PH to S
p
2
becomes the strongest version to date of the Karp-Lipton Theorem. We also discuss
the problem of nding irrefutable proofs for S
p
2 in ZPP
NP.
1 Introduction
The class S
p
2 was introduced independently by Canetti [C96] and Russell and Sundaram [RS95]
in the mid 1990's. Suppose there are two competing all powerful provers Y and Z. A string
x is given, Y wishes to convince us that x 2 L, and Z wishes to convince us the opposite
x 62 L. We|the verier|have only deterministic polynomial time computing power. A
language L is in S
p
2 i there is a P-time predicate P such that the following holds:
If x 2 L then there exists a y, such that for all z, P(x;y;z) holds;
If x 62 L then there exists a z, such that for all y, :P(x;y;z) holds, where both
y and z are polynomially bounded in the length of x.
In other words, if x 2 L then Y has irrefutable proof y which can withstand any challenge
z from Z; and if x 62 L then Z has irrefutable proof z which can withstand any challenge y
from Y .
The motivation by both Canetti [C96] and Russell and Sundaram [RS95] was to provide a
renement of the Sipser-Lautemann Theorem (with contribution by Gacs) that BPP  
p
2\

p
2 [Si83, L83]. Indeed, Canetti [C96] extended Lautemann's proof to show that BPP  S
p
2,
whereas Russell and Sundaram [RS95] showed further that MA  S
p
2. Note that BPP  MA
is direct from denition (the two-sided error version) of MA, thus BPP  MA  S
p
2. Also
it is known that PNP  S
p
2.
As to upper bound of S
p
2, the only known containment is by denition S
p
2  
p
2 \ 
p
2 (see
Section 2). Goldreich and Zuckerman [GZ97] surveyed a number of interesting results for
classes between P and the second level of the Polynomial-time Hierarchy 
p
2 and 
p
2. These
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1classes include ZPP;RP;BPP;NP;PNP;MA;AM;ZPPNP and S
p
2. They called the classes
listed here up to PNP \Traditional classes|classes of the 1970's", the class Arthur-Merlin
\a class of the 1980's", and the class S
p
2 \a class of the 1990's", underscoring that not much
is yet known about this class S
p
2. In their paper [GZ97] Goldreich and Zuckerman gave a
number of elegant proofs of known results with the strikingly sharp amplication technique
due to Zuckerman [Z96]. They also prove an interesting result MA  ZPPNP. This last
result was new in 1997 when [GZ97] appeared; it was independently obtained by Arvind and
K obler [AK97]. In the nal diagram summarizing the known facts about all these classes
between P and 
p
2 and 
p
2, Goldreich and Zuckerman used the letter X to stand for both
S
p
2 and ZPPNP, as they share all the known containment properties both below and above.
It is further stated that how these two classes are related is unknown.
The main result of this paper is
Theorem 1 S
p
2  ZPPNP.
The proof uses universal hashing, approximate counting and witness sampling. We also
discuss the problem of nding irrefutable proofs in ZPPNP.
There is an interesting consequence of this result with respect to the well known Karp-
Lipton Theorem concerning sparse sets (with contribution by Sipser) [KL80]. This theorem
says, if NP is Cook-reducible (
p
T) to sparse sets, or equivalently, if SAT has polynomial size
circuits, then the Polynomial-time Hierarchy collapses to its second level: PH = 
p
2 \ 
p
2.
Many researchers have since tried to improve on this signature theorem|To simplify the
proof and to strengthen the collapse. On the one hand, there emerged what I consider to
be the \book" proof (as Erd os would say) of the theorem (as far as I know John Hopcroft
[H81] was the rst to give essentially this proof):
To simulate 
p
2 by 
p
2, guess a poly-size circuit C for SAT, modify C via self-
reducibility so that whenever C() = 1 it also produces a satisfying assignment
to , then check all universal paths of the 
p
2 computation lead to a satisable
formula.
Samik Sengupta [Se00] rst noticed that this \book" proof actually gave the collapse to S
p
2.
(See Section 6.)
While the proof of Karp-Lipton Theorem becomes extremely transparent, more research
eort went into trying to extend this beautiful result. Much work was done on the general
theme (we mention some in Section 6). Over the years there have been steady improvements
on the exact level of collapse of PH, assuming SAT has small circuits. In this regard,
the best result so far is due to Bshouty et. al. [BCGKT94] and K obler and Watanabe
[KW95]. Their result states that if NP has polynomial size circuits, then the Polynomial-
time Hierarchy collapses to ZPPNP. Admittedly the proofs of the theorem of Bshouty et.
al. and K obler-Watanabe are more involved than the \book" proof of the basic version of
the Karp-Lipton Theorem and depend on previous interesting results by Jerrum, Valiant
and V. Vazirani [JVV86] and others.
By the new theorem S
p
2  ZPPNP (unconditionally), the (currently) strongest Karp-Lipton
Theorem becomes
2Theorem 2 (Sengupta) If SAT has polynomial size circuits, then the Polynomial-time
Hierarchy collapses to S
p
2.
We observe that while this becomes the strongest collapse for the Karp-Lipton Theorem,
its proof reverts back to the simple \book" proof.
Theorem 1 also subsumes the result MA  ZPPNP by Goldreich-Zuckerman [GZ97] and
Arvind-K obler [AK97], as we know from Russell and Sundaram [RS95] that MA  S
p
2.
2 Preliminaries
The class S
p
2 was dened by Russell and Sundaram [RS95] as follows: L 2 S
p
2 i there is a
P-time computable 0-1 function P on three arguments, such that
x 2 L =) (9py)(8pz)[P(x;y;z) = 1] (1)
x 62 L =) (9pz)(8py)[P(x;y;z) = 0] (2)
where as usual \9py" stands for \9y 2 f0;1gp(jxj)" for some polynomial p(). Similarly \8pz"
stands for \8z 2 f0;1gq(jxj)" for some polynomial q(). By padding we can suitably extend
the length of both y and z, and henceforth we can assume they both vary over the same
length n which is a power of 2, and n is polynomially bounded in the length of x.
Given x, for convenience, for a pair (y;z) we say y beats z if P(x;y;z) = 1, and z beats y
if P(x;y;z) = 0.
It is immediately clear that both implications \=)" can be replaced by the if and only if rela-
tion \()" without changing the class S
p
2. For instance, suppose (9py)(8pz)[P(x;y;z) = 1],
let y0 be such a y. Then certainly x 2 L, else we would have a z0 such that (8py)[P(x;y;z0) =
0], which is clearly a contradiction to P(x;y0;z0) = 1. Similarly (9pz)(8py)[P(x;y;z) = 0]
implies x 62 L. Thus
x 2 L () (9py)(8pz)[P(x;y;z) = 1]
x 62 L () (9pz)(8py)[P(x;y;z) = 0]
It follows from this if and only if condition that S
p
2  
p
2\
p
2. In fact S
p
2 consists of precisely
those languages in 
p
2 \ 
p
2 where membership in both 
p
2 and 
p
2 are demonstrated by a
single predicate P.
Canetti [C96] dened the class S
p
2 as follows: L 2 S
p
2 i there is a P-time computable 0-1
function P on three arguments, such that for all x,
(9py)(8pz)[P(x;y;z) = L(x)]
and
(9pz)(8py)[P(x;y;z) = L(x)];
where L is the characteristic function of L.
Clearly the Canetti denition implies the Russell-Sundaram denition. The reverse impli-
cation also holds. For completeness we sketch a simple proof (see [RS95, C96] for more
3details.) Suppose a predicate P is given in the Russell-Sundaram denition. We dene an
extended predicate ^ P to satisfy the Canetti denition. For x, suppose y and z vary over
f0;1gn. Then ^ P is dened over f0;1gjxj  f0;1gn+1  f0;1gn+1:
^ P(x;1y;1z) = 1
^ P(x;1y;0z) = P(x;y;z)
^ P(x;0y;1z) = P(x;z;y)
^ P(x;0y;0z) = 0
This can be rephrased in the language of boolean matrices. Thus, for the Russell-Sundaram
denition, the predicate P, for a given x, corresponds to a boolean matrix M whose rows
and columns are indexed by y and z 2 f0;1gn respectively. When x 2 L, there exists
an all-1 row; and when x 62 L, there exists an all-0 column. In this language, the Canetti
denition requires that, when x 2 L, there exist both an all-1 row as well as an all-1 column;
and when x 62 L, there exist both an all-0 row as well as an all-0 column.
To go from the Russell-Sundaram denition to the Canetti denition, we simply take the
matrix M from the Russell-Sundaram denition, and form the new matrix

0 MT
M J

;
where J denotes the all-1 matrix, and MT denotes the transpose of M.
ZPP denotes zero-error probabilistic polynomial time. ZPPNP is the class accepted by zero-
error probabilistic polynomial time oracle Turing machines using an NP oracle. By Cook's
Theorem, we can assume without loss of generality that this oracle is the set of satisable
boolean formulae SAT.
3 Main Theorem
To prove the main Theorem 1, we proceed as follows. Let x be given. Let f0;1gn be the
witness sets for both provers Y and Z. Here n is polynomially bounded by jxj, and is a
power of 2.
We will grow a list Yk  f0;1gn of y's, where jYkj = k, and k = 1;2;:::;nO(1); initially the
list Y1 can be arbitrarily given, for example Y1 = f0ng. In the k-th stage, with Yk in hand,
we ask the SAT oracle whether there exists a z 2 f0;1gn such that P(x;y;z) = 0 for every
y 2 Yk, i.e., a z that beats every y 2 Yk. Since jYkj = k is polynomially bounded, this is
clearly a SAT query by Cook's Theorem. If the answer is No, we can already conclude that
x 2 L and halt. Even though we may not have found a witness y0 which beats every z as
promised in the denition when x 2 L, we can conclude that x 2 L, since otherwise x 62 L
would have guaranteed a z0 which beats all y, which certainly include all y 2 Yk.
Hence let's assume the answer to the SAT query is Yes, then we can use self-reducibility to
obtain from the SAT oracle one such z. Then we can ask if there is another such z which
beats all y 2 Yk.
4Let
Z(Yk) = fz 2 f0;1gn j (8y 2 Yk)[P(x;y;z) = 0]g:
There are two cases. Either jZ(Yk)j  n2 or jZ(Yk)j > n2. In the rst case we can nd out
this is so in no more than n2 + 1 steps querying the SAT oracle, and obtain the complete
list z1;z2;:::;z`, where `  n2. Then we will ask the SAT oracle sequentially for each
i = 1;:::;`, whether (8y 2 f0;1gn)[P(x;y;zi) = 0], i.e. if this zi is a promised witness that
beats all y when x 62 L. If for some 1  i  `, we get an answer that this zi beats all y then
we reject x and halt. If for all 1  i  `, we get an answer that this zi does not beat all y,
we claim that x 2 L, and we should accept x and halt. This is because, had it been x 62 L,
then some z0 which beats all y 2 f0;1gn certainly belongs to Z(Yk), and would have been
among the complete list z1;z2;:::;z`. Thus we accept x in this case correctly, even though
we may not have found the promised witness y which beats all z.
Now we assume the \general case" where we found that jZ(Yk)j > n2. So far we have not
used any probabilistic moves. It is here we will use random coins. Our goal is, either to
nd conclusively that x 62 L, or to nd a new y to be appended to the list Yk so that
the corresponding Z(Yk+1) is shrunk signicantly. Let Yk+1 = Yk [ fyg, then we wish to
guarantee that jZ(Yk+1)j  jZ(Yk)j=2 with high probability. If so, we would guarantee that
the size jZ(Yk)j shrinks geometrically every step by a constant fraction with high probability,
and thus in polynomial time we end up in the case with jZ(Yk)j  n2.
Lemma 1 For every set S in P, there is a probabilistic sampling procedure A using a SAT
oracle, such that for every n, and for every 0 < " < 1, A(n;") samples at most O(n=")
elements S0  S=n = S \ f0;1gn in such a way that, for every subset T  S=n, with
jTj > "jS=nj,
Pr[S0 \ T = ;] 
1
22n:
The algorithm runs in time (n=")O(1).
We will give a proof of Lemma 1 in the next section.
For any witness y0 2 f0;1gn, consider the set
Ty0 := Z(Yk [ fy0g) = fz 2 Z(Yk) j P(x;y0;z) = 0g:
We say that a y0 2 f0;1gn is a \bad witness" with respect to Z(Yk) if
jfz 2 Z(Yk) j P(x;y0;z) = 1gj <
jZ(Yk)j
2
:
That is, y0 is a\bad witness" if it beats less than 1/2 of Z(Yk). Then for a xed bad witness
y0, the subset Ty0 has cardinality greater than jZ(Yk)j=2. In this case, by Lemma 1 with
" = 1=2, we can sample a polynomial number of z 2 Z(Yk), call the set Z0, such that the
probability
Pr[Z0 \ Ty0 = ;] 
1
22n:
Since there are at most 2n bad witnesses,
Pr[(9 a bad witness y0 2 f0;1gn)[Z0 \ Ty0 = ;]] 
1
2n:
5Suppose now for every bad witness y0 2 f0;1gn, the sample set Z0 has a non-empty inter-
section with Ty0 = Z(Yk [ fy0g). That means that for every bad witness y0, y0 cannot beat
all of Z0. With the polynomial sized set Z0 in hand, we ask the SAT oracle once again
whether there is a y which beats all these z 2 Z0. Again this is a SAT query by Cook's
Theorem. If the answer is No, then we know x 62 L since otherwise there is a y which beats
all z 2 f0;1gn, and certainly y beats all these z 2 Z0. So we reject x and halt.
If the answer is Yes, we use self-reducibility of the SAT oracle to obtain one such y. Notice
that by now there is no bad witness y0 which can beat all of Z0. Thus this y is not a bad
witness. This is true with probability  1   1=2n. We then dene Yk+1 = Yk [ fyg. Then
with high probability we have
jZ(Yk+1)j 
jZ(Yk)j
2
:
As remarked earlier this gives our ZPPNP algorithm.
4 A Sampling Lemma
To prove Lemma 1, we will make use of universal hashing. Consider a family of hash
functions:
fhs : f0;1gn ! f0;1gkgs2S
Recall that a family of hash functions is 2-universal if for every pair of distinct x 6= y in
f0;1gn, and for every ; 2 f0;1gk, Prs2S[hs(x) =  ^ hs(y) = ] = 1=22k, i.e., hs(x) and
hs(y) are pair-wise independent and uniformly distributed when s 2R S. It is well known
such a family of 2-universal hash functions exists and can be easily constructed with small
sample space, e.g., ha;b(x) = ax+b and then truncate to k bits, where a;b and x range over
a nite eld GF[2n].
Here is an outline of the proof of Lemma 1. First we will use hash functions and the SAT
oracle to get an approximate count of the subset S=n. The estimation can be done in a
number of ways; we give a self-contained account using the notion of isolation of Sipser.
(See [Si83, St83, JVV86].) If this set is polynomially small, then we can handle it trivially.
Suppose it is large. Then we will devise a simple sampling strategy based on an estimate
of points with unique inverse images from S=n under a random hash function. The details
follow.
First we handle the trivial case where jS=nj  n2, say. We can ask our SAT oracle if
S=n = ;. If so then Lemma 1 is vacuously true (no subset T exists with jTj > "jS=nj). If
S=n 6= ; yet jS=nj  n2, then we can nd all the elements with the help of the SAT oracle.
With all of S=n in hand, we can simply let the sample set S0 be S=n itself.
Now assume jS=nj > n2.
Given x 6= y, we say x collides with y under hs if hs(x) = hs(y). For a subset E  f0;1gn,
we say that hs isolates x 2 E i x does not collide under hs with any other element of
E. The following lemma of Sipser is well known and follows from a simple probability
estimate [Si83] (see also [St83]).
6Lemma 2 Let E  f0;1gn, and let fhs : f0;1gn ! f0;1gkgs2S be a family of 2-universal
hash functions of cardinality 22n with 1  k  n. Then for all m  k,
1. if jEj  2k 1 then
Prs1;:::;sm2RS[8x 2 E some hsi isolates x ]  1  
1
2m k+1
2. if jEj > m2k then
Prs1;:::;sm2RS[8x 2 E some hsi isolates x ] = 0:
For our set E = S=n, there is a unique ke, where 2log2 n < ke  n, such that 2ke 1 <
jEj  2ke. If we take every k in the range 2log2 n < k  n + 1, and randomly pick m = 4n
hash functions hs1;:::;hsm : f0;1gn ! f0;1gk, with probability  1   1
23n, at least for
k = ke + 1, we would get isolation. For each k we ask the SAT oracle, whether the chosen
set of hs1;:::;hsm has the property that \8x 2 E, one of hi isolates x". Since there are
only m = 4n hash functions this is a SAT query. We pick the least k0 such that the oracle
conrms isolation. We abort if for no k the chosen hash functions achieve isolation. With
probability  1   1
23n we do not abort, and we get k0  ke + 1. Also by the second part of
the Lemma 2, we know denitely jEj  4n2k0. Hence
k0   1  ke  k0 + log2 n + 2:
Denote by U = 4n2k0; this is an upper bound of jEj, and also not too far from a lower
bound of jEj,
U
16n
< jEj  U:
Let r = 2dlog2 1="e, so that 1="  r < 2=". Also r  2. Let R = f0;1gk0+log2 n+dlog2 1="e+4.
Then jRj = 4rU.
The sampling procedure can be summarized as follows: First we get an estimate U as de-
scribed above. Then, for each 1  i  3n, uniformly and independently choose a hash
function hi : f0;1gn ! R. Now repeat the following 210r2n2 times: Uniformly and inde-
pendently pick a target  2 R. Ask the SAT oracle whether it has an inverse image from
the set E = S=n. Since S is in P, this is a SAT query. If  2 hi(E), we use self-reducibility
to get one inverse image. This inverse image is a sample point. We exit the \repeat" loop
as soon as we obtain 4rn samples.
1. Get estimate U
2. For i = 1;:::;3n
3. Randomly pick hsi : f0;1gn ! R
4. Repeat 210r2n2 times
5. Randomly pick  2 R
6. Try to find an x 2 E s.t. hsi(x) =  using SAT
7. if found 4rn points, Goto 3 with i := i + 1.
7Consider 3n hash functions h1;h2;:::;h3n uniformly and independently chosen. For any
such h, dene the random variable C to be the number of colliding pairs,
C =
X
x6=y2E
[h(x)=h(y)]:
The expectation of C is
E[C] =
X
x6=y2E
Pr[h(x) = h(y)] =

jEj
2

1
jRj
<
jEj
8r
:
Hence by Markov's inequality
Pr[C  "jEj=4] 
1
2
: (3)
We say a point  2 R is a unique image if there is a unique x 2 E such that h(x) = .
Suppose C  "jEj=4, then there can be at most "jEj=2 many x 2 E involved in a collision,
i.e., such that there exists some y 6= x, y 2 E, h(x) = h(y). At least (1   "=2)jEj  jEj=2
elements of E are mapped to a unique image. Also by assumption jTj > "jEj, at least
"jEj=2 many elements from T are mapped to a unique image.
For each hi, the sampling procedure will produce O(n=") points in time (n=")O(1). The
probability that the procedure fails to produce any point from T is bounded by the prob-
abilities of the following events: (E1) One did not get a good estimate U; or else, (E2)
81  i  3n, the collision set for hi is large: jCij  "jEj=4; or else, (E3) the rst i for which
the Ci is small, yet less than 4rn points from hi(E) are picked; or else, (E4) for this i the
rst 4rn points from hi(E) all do not produce points from T.
We have seen Pr[E1]  2 3n. Also, Pr[E2]  2 3n by (3).
For E3, we use the following version of Cherno Bound:
Cherno Bound: For any 0 < p < 1 and 0 <   p(1   p), if Xi;i = 1;:::;` are i.i.d
Bernoulli 0-1 variables with Pr[Xi = 1] = p, then
Pr
"    
` X
i=1
Xi   p`
    
 `
#
 2e
  2`
2p(1 p): (4)
If jCij  "jEj=4, then jhi(E)j  jEj=2  U=32n, thus a target  belongs to jhi(E)j has
probability at least jhi(E)j=jRj  1
27rn. Thus in our case, p  1
27rn, ` = 210r2n2, and let
 = p=2. Then a simple calculation gives
Pr[E3]  2e rn  2 2n:
Finally for E4, for this hi, "jEj=2 many elements from T are mapped to unique images, thus
each time a random  2 hi(E) is picked, it has probability at least "jEj=2jhi(E)j  "=2 
1=2r to give a sample point from T, it follows that Pr[E4]  (1   1=2r)4rn < e 2n.
Adding up all the error probabilities, we get
Pr[S0 \ T = ;] 
1
22n:
8The procedure as stated will produce O(n2=") points. However, for each hash function hi
one can check whether the collision set Ci is approximately small probabilistically using
SAT, and proceed to produce samples only if it is small. The modied procedure produces
only O(n=") points in (n=")O(1) time. This completes the proof of Lemma 1.
It is possible to state a more general lemma than Lemma 1. One can also use some earlier
work by Jerrum, Valiant and V. Vazirani [JVV86], Bshouty et. al. [BCGKT94], and K obler
and Watanabe [KW95] for this purpose (see also [BGP00]). But Lemma 1 is sucient for
the proof of Theorem 1 and Theorem 3 in Section 5. (For this paper, sample size O(n2=")
is sucient for the proof.)
5 In Search of Irrefutable Proofs
Let L 2 S
p
2 be dened as in (1)(2). If x 2 L, then there exists y that beats all z. We call
such a y an irrefutable proof w.r.t. P. Similarly if x 62 L there are irrefutable proofs w.r.t. P,
namely any z which beats all y. We have shown that membership x 2 L is decidable in
ZPPNP. However in neither case have we produced, in general, an irrefutable proof.
Say x 2 L, then one simple case is already problematic when we have a polynomial number
of yi's and according to SAT there are no z that beat all these yi's. While this is sucient
to conclude that x 2 L (and hence an irrefutable proof y exists), it does not help in locating
one such. Moreover, suppose it happens to be that most y 2 f0;1gn beats most but not all
z 2 f0;1gn w.r.t. P, then our proof of Theorem 1 in fact will not nd an irrefutable proof
w.h.p.
However, for any L 2 S
p
2, we can nd an irrefutable proof w.r.t. some predicate also dening
L.
Theorem 3 For every L 2 S
p
2, there is a P-time predicate Q dening L, such that ir-
refutable proof w.r.t. Q can be found in ZPPNP.1
Given L dened via P, dene Q as follows:
Q(x;y1;:::;ym;z1;:::;zm) = 1 () jf(i;j) j 1  i;j  m;P(x;yi;zj) = 1gj >
m2
2
;
where x is the input to L, yi;zj 2 f0;1gn, the length n = jxjO(1) is determined by P, and
m = 7n or 7n + 1, whichever is odd.
It is clear that Q is dened symmetrically. Also Q denes L: if x 2 L, one can take all yi
to be an irrefutable proof y w.r.t. P. The case x 62 L is symmetric.
We claim that in ZPPNP we can nd an irrefutable proof w.r.t. Q in the following strong
sense: Suppose x 2 L, it will nd a sequence y1;:::;ym such that 8z 2 f0;1gn,
jfi j P(x;yi;z) = 1;1  i  mgj > m=2; (5)
1Technically ZPP
NP is a language class, and thus not for search problems. However the slight abuse of
notation is harmless here. The theorem says that a probabilistic P-time algorithm using SAT can nd some
irrefutable proof w.h.p. and it never produces a non-irrefutable proof.
9and symmetrically if x 62 L.
By symmetry, we assume x 2 L, and have found out this is so in ZPPNP. The sequence
y1;:::;ym is dened inductively. y1;:::;yk denes fZkgk0, a sequence of partitions of
Z = f0;1gn. Zk = fZk0;Zk1;:::;Zkkg consists of k + 1 disjoint subsets of Z, where Zk;i
consists of those z for which exactly i of y1;:::;yk beat it. Formally, for Z0, let Z00 = Z.
For k  1, Zk is dened as: 8z 2 Z, let
ck(z) = cy1;:::;yk(z) = jfj j P(x;yj;z) = 1;1  j  kgj;
then for 0  i  k,
Zk;i = fz 2 Z j ck(z) = ig:
Suppose Zk and y1;:::;yk have been dened. For any y, it divides Zk;i into two parts,
Z
k;i = fz 2 Zk;i j P(x;y;z) = g, for  = 0;1. We want to choose y = yk+1, so that
jZ1
k;ij  3
4jZk;ij, for all 0  i  k. Our yk+1 will be chosen probabilistically, and we will
argue that it satises this condition w.h.p. In other words, let pk;i =
jZ1
k;ij
jZk;ij (if jZk;ij = 0, we
let pk;i = 1), then we require that
pk;i  3=4 (6)
for all k  0 and 0  i  k. Note that Zk+1;i+1 = Z1
k;i [ Z0
k;i+1.
Lemma 3 Let fZkgk0 be any sequence of partitions of Z, where each Zk;i is divided into
a disjoint union Zk;i = Z0
k;i [ Z1
k;i and Zk+1;i+1 = Z1
k;i [ Z0
k;i+1. Suppose pk;i as dened
above satisfy (6), then
Zm;0 = Zm;1 = ::: = Zm;b m
2 c = ;;
where m = 7n or 7n + 1, whichever is odd.
We will prove Lemma 3 after we complete the proof of Theorem 3 assuming the lemma.
With Zk dened and y1;:::;yk 2 f0;1gn in hand, we can apply Lemma 1 (with " = 3=4)
to each Zk;i, 0  i  k, and probabilistically produce samples Z0
k;i  Zk;i, where each jZ0
k;ij
is polynomially bounded, and such that
Pr[(9y 2 f0;1gn) y beats all Z0
k;i, 0  i  k, yet 9i, y beats at most 3
4 of Zk;i]
 2n  (k + 1) 
1
22n:
For polynomially bounded k, this is exponentially small.
Assume such y does not exist, then we can ask our SAT oracle to nd a yk+1, via self-
reducibility, that beats all Z0
k;i, 0  i  k. Such yk+1 certainly exists since x 2 L, and, since
all such y beat at least 3=4 of Zk;i, (6) is satised with this yk+1 for all 0  i  k. Now it
follows from Lemma 3 that the sequence y1;:::;ym is an irrefutable proof w.r.t. Q in the
strong sense of (5). Thus except with exponentially small probability O(n2=2n) we nd an
irrefutable proof w.r.t. Q. One more query to SAT conrms this.
This completes the proof of Theorem 3 modulo Lemma 3, to which we turn next. Our
proof of Lemma 3 will be probabilistic in nature. It should be pointed out that this use
10of probability has nothing to do with the probabilistic construction of Zk in the proof of
Theorem 3. The statement of Lemma 3 is completely deterministic.
We dene an ensemble of r.v. f~ ck(z) : z 2 Zgk0 where for each k  0, the family f~ ck(z) :
z 2 Zg is i.i.d. and dened as follows: 8z 2 Z, ~ c0(z) = 0, and if ~ ck(z) = i then ~ ck+1(z) = i+1
or i with probability pk;i and 1  pk;i respectively. Let ~ Zk = f ~ Zk0; ~ Zk1;:::; ~ Zkkg be dened
as follows: For 0  i  k,
~ Zk;i = fz 2 Z j ~ ck(z) = ig:
We can show that
Claim: Ej ~ Zk;ij = jZk;ij, for all k  0 and 0  i  k.
To prove this claim, we induct on k, the case k = 0 being trivial. Suppose the claim holds
for k and for all 0  i  k. Consider k+1 and 1  i  k+1. The case Ej ~ Zk+1;0j = jZk+1;0j
follows from the rest, and the fact that the total cardinality is 2n.
Denote by Ek the expectation taken w.r.t. stages up to k. Since j ~ Zk+1;ij =
P
z2Z [z2 ~ Zk+1;i],
it follows that
Ej ~ Zk+1;ij =
X
z2Z
E[[z2 ~ Zk+1;i]]
=
X
z2Z
E
h
[z2 ~ Zk;i]  [z2 ~ Zk+1;i] + [z2 ~ Zk;i 1]  [z2 ~ Zk+1;i]
i
=
X
z2Z
Ek
h
[z2 ~ Zk;i]  (1   pk;i) + [z2 ~ Zk;i 1]  (pk;i 1)
i
= (1   pk;i)Ekj ~ Zk;ij + pk;i 1Ekj ~ Zk;i 1j
= (1   pk;i)jZk;ij + pk;i 1jZk;i 1j
= jZk+1;ij:
We next dene a second ensemble of r.v. fck(z) : z 2 Zgk0, where again, for xed k  0,
the family fck(z) : z 2 Zg is i.i.d. and dened simply as the sum of k Bernoulli independent
0-1 variables with p = 3=4. More formally, ck(z) =
Pk
j=1 Ij(z), where Ij(z) are i.i.d. 0-1
variables with Pr[Ij(z) = 1] = 3=4. Then Zk = fZk0;:::;Zkkg is dened:
Zk;i = fz 2 Z j ck(z) = ig:
We can \realize" ~ Zk via Zk by a \nibbling" process. Note that c0(z) = 0, and ck+1(z) =
ck(z) + Ik(z). Dene a third ensemble fc
k(z) : z 2 Zgk0 via ck(z) as follows: c
0(z) = 0,
and c
k+1(z) = c
k(z)+Ik(z)+, where the \nibble"  is a 0-1 r.v. dependent on c
k(z) and
Ik(z): If Ik(z) = 1 then  = 0, if Ik(z) = 0, and i = c
k(z), then  = 1 with probability
4pk;i   3, and  = 0 with probability 4(1  pk;i). Note that 0  4pk;i   3  1. Given c
k(z),
the combined eect of Ik(z) +  is a Bernoulli 0-1 variable taking value 1 with probability
exactly pk;i, independent for every z.
Thus c
k(z) has exactly the same distribution as ~ ck(z). While ~ ck(z) is independent from
ck(z), c
k(z) is highly correlated with ck(z): 8z;8k,
ck(z)  c
k(z):
11Thus, 8z;k;`,
Pr[~ ck(z)  `] = Pr[c
k(z)  `]  Pr[ck(z)  `]:
For ck(z), the Cherno bound (4) applies directly. Thus m  7n and odd, we take p = 3=4
and  = 1=4 then a short calculation gives,
(8z) Pr[cm(z)  b
m
2
c]  2e  7
6n:
Thus,
b m
2 c X
i=0
jZm;ij =
b m
2 c X
i=0
Ej ~ Zm;ij =
X
z2Z
b m
2 c X
i=0
Pr[z 2 ~ Zm;i] =
X
z2Z
Pr[~ cm(z)  b
m
2
c]  2n+1e  7
6n < 1:
But the cardinalities of the sets Zm;i are all non-negative integers, we must conclude that
Zm;0 = Zm;1 = ::: = Zm;b m
2 c = ;:
6 An Implication for Karp-Lipton
There has been a lot of work on the general theme inspired by the Karp-Lipton Theorem.
For example, Mahaney [M80] showed that if the sparse oracle is itself in NP (i.e., NP has

p
T-complete, not just 
p
T-hard sparse set) then PH collapses to 
p
2. Long [Lo82] extended
this to co-sparse oracles. Arvind et. al. [AKSS95] showed that under the same assumption
as in Karp-Lipton that SAT has small circuits then MA = AM. (See [HMO92] for a survey.)
Suppose NP has polynomial size circuits. The Karp-Lipton Theorem says that the Polynomial-
time Hierarchy collapses to 
p
2 \ 
p
2. Sengupta [Se00] pointed out that the same proof col-
lapses the Polynomial-time Hierarchy to S
p
2. To see this we recount the \book" proof, but
this time phrase it in terms of provers Y and Z. We only need to show that 
p
2  S
p
2, then
it follows that 
p
2  S
p
2  
p
2 and hence they are all equal.
Let L be any language in 
p
2. There is a normal form L = fx j (8py)(9pz)[P(x;y;z)]g, where
P is a P-time predicate. By Cook's Theorem, without loss of generality we can assume that
it takes the form
L = fx j (8ps)[x;s 2 SAT]g;
where x;s is a boolean formula computable in P-time from x and s. Let the size of x;s be
bounded by p(jxj) for some polynomial p().
Now to show membership in S
p
2 we receive two strings y and z, from provers Y and Z
respectively. We expect the string y to be a poly-size circuit for formulae of size up to
p(jxj). For a pair (y;z) we accept if and only if the circuit y says the boolean formula x;z
is satisable and by self-reducibility produced a satisfying assignment which satised it.
We note that there exists a relativized world where the Karp-Lipton Theorem cannot be
improved to PNP [H86, W85].
If one substitutes the predicate P in the denition (1)(2) of S
p
2 by a predicate computable
in NP \ co-NP, we get the class S2[NP \ co-NP], and we can still prove the inclusion
12S2[NP \ co-NP]  ZPPNP. Clearly S
p
2  S2[NP \ co-NP]. It is open whether any of the
following containments
S
p
2  S2[NP \ co-NP]  ZPPNP
is a proper containment.
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